
Who Are the Forces Attacking 
Planned Parenthood and the 

Women It Serves?

We know the real agenda of these people and 
it's never been to protect women's health. 

Center for Medical Progress (CMP)

Operation Rescue

Live Action

Americans United for Life

Susan B. Anthony List

The fraudulent activist at the center of the current controversy is David Daleiden and his 
shady organization, the Center for Medical Progress (CMP).  CMP has deep connections to 
radical anti-abortion rights organizations Live Action and Operation Rescue.

TROY NEWMAN: Board member of CMP. 

TROY NEWMAN: Board member of Center for Medical Progress and 
president of Operation Rescue.

LILA ROSE: President of Live Action. Infamous for a previously released undercover video 
attack on Planned Parenthood filmed with James O’Keefe.

JILL STANEK: Board member of Live Action, with a long history of supporting radical 
anti-abortion rights activism. Recently joined SBA List as their national campaign chair.

JAMES O’KEEFE: Founder of Project Veritas. He and Lila Rose released an undercover 
video attack on Planned Parenthood. He also has previously released a video that 
targeted the community organizing group  ACORN. He is also a friend of David 
Daleiden, CEO of the Center for Medical Progress.

CHERYL SULLENGER: Current senior policy advisor for Operation Rescue; planned to 
bomb women’s health clinics, landing her in federal prison for two years in 1987.   

SCOTT ROEDER:  Also of Operation Rescue; murdered Kansas reproductive health 
physician Dr. George Tiller while he was at church. 

“justifiable defensive action.”
Newman once called the murder of a reproductive 
health physician a

Newman is also the longtime and violence-supporting 
President of Operation Rescue.
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A radical anti-abortion rights group that has long harassed medical providers and doctors. 
Ran a decades-long campaign harassing Dr. George Tiller in Kansas, until he was assassinated.

Former Live Action research director David Daleiden founded the 
Center for Medical Progress. Live Action is known for its string of “gotcha” videos that 
attempt to undermine Planned Parenthood and deny women access to lifesaving health care.

Consulted “for months” behind-the-scenes with Center for Medical Progress on its 
videos. It has used the videos to further its anti-abortion rights and anti-Planned Parenthood 
agenda and has called for an immediate congressional investigation and the defunding of 
Planned Parenthood.

Anti-abortion rights lobbying group, the List has used the videos to raise money and to 
pressure Congress to pass restrictive abortion measures. Jill Stanek, a board member of 
Live Action and closely connected to the Center for Medical Progress, was recently 
hired as national campaign chair.

http://rhrc.us/NetworkOfLies


